Trinity College Swimmers Defeat MIT 62-22; Visitors Sweep Relays And Take Most Firsts

Sweeping both relays, and firsts in a majority of the other events, a strong Trinity team sent the MIT tentoners down to defeat Saturday, February 19, 62-22.

Trinity started strong, taking the opening relay and also winning at least the first four individual events. MIT finally broke the ice as Captain Tom Hamilton '55 took first in the 100-yard freestyle with a new pool record of one minute flat. Hamilton also took third in a close 50-yard freestyle race, as the winner, Brian O’Callahan of Trinity, set a new pool record of 20.73. Walker Fritz '56 was the only other winner to come at first as he took the 400-yard freestyle in 4:07.3.

He was followed closely by John Radke of MIT who took second. Ed Bryant also took a second for Trinity in the 400-yard medley relay.
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the most important and time consuming of any elected position. Therefore, it is essential that we elect a vice-president who will take interest in his position, and will be able to devote the time in assuming the presidency so that the vital task of student government can be efficiently handled.

My purpose in running for this position is to support and assist the president, with an emphasis on the function of the Institute Committe. Directly related to this, will be to consider it my duty to keep the best interests of the students in the forefront. I would like to quote from the February 13 issue of The Tech, on the memory of the late Ivan Geiger.

The commuter problem—how I feel with regard to my fellow students. In addition to this, I have worked extensively as a commuter to manage a first as he finished second in the 200-yard breaststroke and Bob Jantzen suffered the same fate in the 200-yard backstroke.

The Tech

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1955

Freshman Tankmen Rout Two Teams Within Week

MIT’s putting novices had a big week as they came up with two East victories, in a thriller over Gardner High 48-35, and an anti-climax cruise over Worcester Junior College, 68-0, as the Techmen garnered first and second spots in every event.

In the aspirational vote over Gardner High, Regional Scholastic Champions of 1964 and 1965, and previously under its own steam, East Keene after last season, Coach Merritt, who took second.

Walter Fritz ’55 was the only other winner to come at first as he took the 400-yard freestyle in 4:07.3. He was followed closely by John Radke of MIT who took second. Ed Bryant also took a second for Trinity in the 400-yard medley relay.
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or should continue its efforts here and to integrated more satisfactorily into the activities housed in Building 18, the commissary stand to gain some much needed study and lounge facilities. The need for adequate study facilities and overnight accommodations still must be met. I would continue its efforts here and should concentrate on a realistic solution to the commuter representatives problem. A commuter council or a jettisoned of 5:15 finds its way to the best answer here.

The Communication problem—A commuter council or a jettisoned of 5:15 finds its way to the best answer here.

I have proposed that various members of the student body be organized into more malleable units of communication, a more personal means of communication is needed. We have proposed that various members of the student body be organized into more malleable units of communication, a more personal means of communication is needed.

I have proposed that various members of the student body be organized into more malleable units of communication, a more personal means of communication is needed.

The clean-up problem—After the first year of experience, Inscomm has had to face the cold facts that some of its supposedly essential committees and councils were not functioning and a few seemed to be dead. Great hall and Dormitory Council both need a careful overhaul if they are to provide the necessary functions for which they were designed.

Inscomm must face these and other problems. Therefore, it is essential that we elect a vice-president who will take interest in his position, and will be able to devote the time in assuming the presidency so that the vital task of student government can be efficiently handled.

My purpose in running for this position is to support and assist the president, with an emphasis on the function of the Institute Committee. Directly related to this, will be to consider it my duty to keep the best interests of the students in the forefront. I would like to quote from the February 13 issue of The Tech, on the memory of the late Ivan Geiger.

The commuter problem—how I feel with regard to my fellow students. In addition to this, I have worked extensively as a commuter to manage a first as he finished second in the 200-yard breaststroke and Bob Jantzen suffered the same fate in the 200-yard backstroke.

The commuter problem—how I feel with regard to my fellow students. In addition to this, I have worked extensively as a commuter to manage a first as he finished second in the 200-yard breaststroke and Bob Jantzen suffered the same fate in the 200-yard backstroke.

There are two important reasons why the Martin Star is rising... and why your career can rise along with it:

...The finest aircraft plant, engineering, electronic, nuclear physics and research facilities on the eastern seaboard.

...An entirely new management concept in Advanced Design and weapons system development, emphasizing creative engineering ranging upward from nuclear powered aircraft to anti-gravity research and tomorrow’s satellite vehicles.

There are exceptional opportunities for dynamic young engineering talent at the Glenn L. Martin Company in Baltimore, Maryland.

See the Martin representative visiting this campus March 3 and 4. Contact your placement office for appointment and further details.

Roosevelt Hotel
The heart of New York City at Madison Avenue and 45th Street